
 

Airline IT provider hacked, frequent flyer
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In this Tuesday, Dec. 22, 2020 file photo, A Lufthansa Star Alliance plane
prepares to take off at San Francisco International Airport during the
coronavirus pandemic in San Francisco. he hack of a company that manages
ticket-processing and frequent-flier data for major global airlines—including
Star Alliance and OneWorld members—has compromised the personal data of
an unspecified number of travelers. The hackers were able to access some
computer systems at Atlanta-based SITA Passenger Service System for up to a
month before the incident's seriousness was confirmed on Feb. 24, 2021 a
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spokesman for the company's Geneva-based parent company said.(AP
Photo/Jeff Chiu, File)

The hack of a company that manages ticket-processing and frequent-
flier data for major global airlines—including Star Alliance and
OneWorld members—has compromised the personal data of an
unspecified number of travelers.

The hackers were able to access some computer systems at Atlanta-
based SITA Passenger Service System for up to a month before the
incident's seriousness was confirmed on Feb. 24, a spokesman for the
company's Geneva-based parent company said.

The spokesman, Sandro Hofer, would not say how many airlines were
affected—SITA says it serves more than 400 and is industry-owned. The
company said that Singapore Airlines, New Zealand Air and Lufthansa
were among those affected.

"The extent to which (frequent flyer alliances') individual airlines were
affected varies from airline to airline," SITA said in a statement.

It said Malaysia Airlines, Finnair, Japan Airlines, Cathay Pacific had
either issued statements or reached out to frequent-flyer members about
the hack.

United Airlines said separately that the only customer data potentially
accessed were names, frequent-flyer numbers and program status. It
recommended in an email that frequent-flyer customers should change
their account passwords "out of an abundance of caution."

SITA provides IT services for the airline industry, including passenger
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travel planning and booking, airport operations and security, baggage,
aircraft connectivity and in-flight cabin and cockpit operations. It first
announced the breach on Thursday.

© 2021 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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